Abslracf-For a general linear time-invariant network it is shown that the sum of the sensitivities, of any order, of a network function over different parameter sets is invariant. An expression is derived for calculating the sum of (Kfl)th-order sensitivities knowing the same for kth-order sensitivities. It is also shown that lower bounds for the quadratic sensitivity index may be obtained by using the i&t-order sensitivity invariants.
results may be established for networks that in addition include active elements, as well as tapered lines, by either following Blostein's approach [8] or the adjoint approach [9] . We first briefly summarize these results, show how these may. be used to obtain lower bounds for Schoefler's [lo] quadratic sensitivity index, and then establish the invariant nature of the sum of the higher order sensitivities of network functions over different sets of parameters.
II. SENSITIVITY INVARIANTS AND QUADRATIC SENSITIVITY INDEX
Consider a general n-port network N consisting of lumped resistors (Ri= l/Gi), inductors (Li= l/I',), capacitors (Ci= l/Di), gyrators, controlled sources [current to voltage transducers (CVT's), voltage to current transducers (VCT's), voltage to voltage transducers (VVT's), and current to current transducers (CCT's) 1, negative impedance converters (NIC's), lossless tapered lines, and RC tapered lines. Let the impedance matrix of a gyrator be denoted by Manuscript received July 9, 1971; revised April 14, 1972 be the '(characteristic impedance" of a lossless NUTL and "characteristic impedance" of a ,tapered RC line, respectively. Further, let 7i= l/g; and 6i= l/y; be the transfer resistance of a CVT and transfer conductance of a VCT, respectively.
For the network N, if pk is a member of the set,
where the subset (Roi, Doi) may be replaced by ZG~, while the subset Z,; by (Loi, Dot); then we have [9] (1)
S2)
where Zij is the transfer impedance between the ith and jth ports of N, Yij is the transfer admittance, T is the open-circuit voltage ratio or short-circuit current ratio, Bk n1 w2
S is the scattering matrix, U is the unit matrix, and (pk'} = {pk) U (pi, the normalizing resistors}. 9= c IS,,q2 2 ;+; ISllT12 (8) where ni and n2 are, respectively, the number of elelTlC!ntS in {'WZki1 = (Ci, Coi) and ('??Zk2} = (Lit Loi).
It may be observed from the above expressions that as the number of elements is increased, the lower bounds (9) Pk n where F is Z<j or Yij and n is the total number of elements in the set (pk) .
2) For network Nr,
it is readily seen that the second term on the right-hand side of (13) is equal to CF=i pi(aZ/api). Thus it follows from (13) that Pk 2 \= 2 pk g . In writing the above expression it is assumed that the set {pk} consists of n elements pk, k= 1, 2, ' . ' , n.
From (12),
That is, the sum of second-order sensitivities of the impedance matrix Z of the network N is invariant over the set (pk].
For the admittance matrix Y, current or voltage the (k + 1) th-order summed sensitivity; then transfer function T, and scattering matrix S, it can be shown that x,=2 2 
Similarly, it can be shown that for the network N, over the set { mk) , (19) where mi and mk are the members of the set { mk ) and F is an impedance or admittance parameter or voltage or current transfer function. The same relationship holds good even if F is a Z-or Y-matrix.
Consider next the network N1, over the set (pk ) . Let the set fqk) consist of n efem,ents qk, /z= 1, 2, . . * , n. From (7) z lk+l
In the second term of the right-hand side of (28), k parameters are taken at a time, but some of the parameters may occur more than once. Let a typical term of (pilPi2 ' * * $'ik) be $-2sE+ZY (22) Using (31) in (28) Consider any network function F(pl, pr, . . . , p,). network configuration consisting of a resistive twoport bridged by a lossless one-port is considered. It is shown that in certain cases this configuration is capable of realizing a voltage transfer function equal to that of a constant-resistance passive lattice. As a special case, conditions are derived on the two-port parameters for the structure to be all pass. It is determined that a single transistor sufEces to realize the two-port network, thus resulting in a very simple all-pass structure; only one coil, one capacitor, and one transistor are necessary to realize a second-degree all-pass voltage transfer function. Higher order transfer functions can be realized by adding an LC branch per each additional second-order factor to the same transistor circuit. In the second-order case, losses in the coil can be compensated. In higher order realizations coil losses cannot be compensated, but a design technique which achieves an arbitrarily close approximation to the desired all-pass transfer.function is presented. Methods of cascading lower order sections are discussed and experimental results are given. A circuit which overcomes to a certain extent the bandwidth limitation is being developed at this time [4], but it needs one differential input amplifier of a high common-mode rejection ratio.
Two realization methods requiring only one transistor may be found in the literature. The circuit proposed by
Allemandou
[S ] suffers from limited bandwidth and accuracy due to the fact that its performance depends on the emitter and collector voltages being equal in magnitude and opposite in phase.
Aronhime [6] describes only one application of the single-transistor circuit, namely, its use as a first-order all-pass network. It is shown in this paper that this circuit can be used for the realization of any transfer function that can be realized by 'a passive lattice. The method presented leads to considerable savings in the number of reactive components; it enables the designer to compensate for the inevitable losses in these components and results in a broad-band realization of the desired transfer function. 
